Why should you choose Infinity from Marvin to replace your windows?

1. Marvin has been manufacturing the Highest Quality American made windows for 100 years. Approximately every 30 seconds another Marvin window is installed in America.

2. Marvin’s Exclusive ULTREX® ULTRA THIN frames are as STRONG AS STEEL, 6 times stronger than vinyl, 3 times stronger than wood vinyl composite frames (Fibrex®).

3. ULTREX® is a one of a kind technology, highly durable, Fiberglass Composite, tested and proven for 20 years.

4. ULTREX® Thinner frames are strong enough to carry the weight of heavy glass which provides you more viewable window glass and daylight. Compare ULTREX® durable frames to Vinyl® and other composite window’s bulkier thicker frames which will cause you to lose viewable glass and daylight.

5. The Most beautiful Windows, whether you are looking for traditional wood window look or an elegant modern design, Marvin windows has it all. ULTREX® frames are available in multiple colors to enhance the beauty of your home with a durable acrylic finish to last a lifetime.

6. We use only factory trained installation teams employed by us that are licensed, insured and bonded.

7. Peace of Mind Infinity is backed by the Marvin Companies century-long heritage of service, craftsmanship, and quality with a focus on all-out performance.

8. $225 OFF A WINDOW $495 OFF A PATIO DOOR

$225 OFF A WINDOW $495 OFF A PATIO DOOR

**NO MONEY DOWN NO PAYMENTS NO INTEREST** FOR 1 YEAR**

**Cannot be combined with prior purchase or offers. $225 off windows, $495 off patio Doors is a special offer along with all special discounts are offered by the design consultant at the time of the consultation and requires purchase during the initial visit to qualify.

9. Marvin has been manufacturing the Highest Quality American made windows for 100 years. Approximately every 30 seconds another Marvin window is installed in America.

10. ULTREX® has a extremely low thermal expansion rate, which keeps the window stable and weather tight, reducing the risk of seal failures and air leakage.

**ULTREX® TECHNOLOGY

THE STRENGTH OF STEEL

8X STRONGER THAN VINYL

3X STRONGER THAN FIBREX

Compare for yourself at CompareUltrextoFibrex.com

Lower Thermal Expansion = Longer Life Span

ULTREX® has an extremely low thermal expansion rate, which keeps the window stable and weather tight, reducing the risk of seal failures and air leakage.

Compared to Vinyl and other composite windows, ULTREX® frames are 8X stronger than Vinyl and 3X stronger than Fibrex®.
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